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Performing Piety, Commerce, 
and Community in the Medieval 
Italian Town

John D. Treat

 The French sociologist and philosopher Henri Lefeb-
vre proposed that each society and each mode of produc-
tion created its own space.1  For Lefebvre, the first millen-
nium of Christianity’s space par excellence was the crypt, 
which “was supposed to concentrate … the life and death 
forces diffused throughout the ‘world’” and fit nicely with 
the worldview of “an agricultural society of mediocre pro-
ductivity where agriculture itself … was degenerating.”2 In 
the emergence of the medieval town, he saw “a landscape 
filled with broken lines and verticals,” signifying society’s 
liberation from the “crypted” space of the economic and 
philosophical morbidity of the so-called Dark Ages.  Lefe-
bvre’s views share much with the thinking of architectural 
historian David Friedman, who analyzes the towns of me-
dieval and renaissance Italy and sees a “new prominence 
given to the street as an instrument of spatial organization 
by the merchant-artisan regimes that had gained control of 
the state in this period.”3  
1 Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 1st ed. (Blackwell, 1991), 32–3.
2 Ibid., 254.
3 David Friedman, “Palaces and the Street in Late-Medieval and Renaissance Italy,” in Urban  

 Landscapes: International Perspectives, ed. P. J. Larkham and J. W. R. Whitehand (Routledge,  

 1992), 69; Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 256.



 In what follows, I briefly explore the characters and 
set–like aspects of the Italian medieval town where much 
of the drama of the emergence of the modern individual 
and economy played out.  The transition from feudal and 
rural patterns to early urban capitalism can be seen in the 
transformations not only of noble palaces, merchants’ hous-
es and churches, but also in the understanding of and pre-
sentation of the body, which would itself be commoditized.  
This commoditization would not begin, as one might ex-
pect, with the newly liberated merchant class of the towns, 
but was perhaps first and best embodied by cloistered nuns, 
then by mendicant friars.  To trace this unlikely develop-
ment, I will examine the various changes in the presenta-
tion of the human body within Christianity and the evolu-
tion of the façades of the buildings of the medieval Italian 
street.  This dialectic process illustrates a world in which 
the decline of feudal allegiances based on an agrarian social 
order created new possibilities, but also reveals a society in 
which new webs of overlapping identities as family mem-
ber, citizen, Christian, and economic actor still restrained 
the individual in ways more complex than those imagined 
by Friedman and Lefebvre.  The inhabitants of the expand-
ing towns of medieval Italy were fashioning new concepts 
of the self, which were in part shaped by the density of new 
urban spaces in which social relationships lacked the clarity 
of the feudal countryside and by new demands placed upon 
the individual in a way of life defined by what were often 
transient commercial relationships rather than by fixed or-
ders of society.  This growing cash economy called for new 
types of relationships and accompanying new markers of 
individual status.
 An early way forward for negotiating life in this rapidly 
changing world would come from a new class of religious 
order, the mendicants. Unlike the older Benedictine monks, 
whose lives of prayer and work were supposed to exemplify 
the older, rural agricultural world, these new friars would 
make their lives in the city, living on the alms of a cash econ-
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omy and in return offering value to the urban masses with 
edifying spectacles from public sermons to new participa-
tory devotions.  Rather than being a force of conservatism, 
this new form of religious life would seize upon the oppor-
tunities offered by a world in flux, and no individual would 
better represent this than St. Francis of Assisi, whom today 
we most often find in garden settings in cast concrete, far 
from the give and take of the marketplace. Francis’s would 
be the first public performance of this new bodily piety, but 
it followed in the wake of a style developed by consecrated 
women in the privacy of their cloisters.
 In a ground-breaking essay, Caroline Walker Bynum 
acknowledges Lefebvre’s moribund crypt, seeing medieval 
women’s view of the body as rooted in the agrarian con-
cepts of “fertility and decay,” but, rather than arguing that 
this was a somatic echo of an outmoded economy, Bynum 
finds “a horrible yet delicious elevation—into a means of 
access to the divine.”4  Rather than being an “enemy of the 
soul” to be despised, Bynum argues that medieval women’s 
devotional practices commoditized bodily performance as 
an integral part of a new economy of salvation, a sensibility 
with deep ties to the emerging stress on the display of the 
body of Christ in the mass.5  The bodies of these women pio-
neers of the older religious orders remained within the re-
treating society’s encrypted space of the cloister, but a new 
sort of male religious would take their spirituality into the 
emerging mercantile towns, making the presentation of the 
pious body—a commodity as portable as a coin—their chief 
form of capital. 
 Francis of Assisi (c. 1181-1226), a cloth merchant’s son 
living in the world with his followers, received the stigmata 
of Christ’s passion showing, in the words of his biographer 
Bonaventure, how “Christ had transformed his lover into 
his image.”  Bonaventure foregrounds Francis’s relation-
4 Caroline Walker Bynum, “The Female Body and Religious Practice,” in Fragmentation and  

 Redemption: Essays on Gender and the Human Body in Medieval Religion, First Edition (Zone  
 Books, 1992), 182.
5 Ibid., 222.
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ship to the mercantile world in the opening lines of his Life 
of St. Francis, where he records that in his youth, “not even 
among merchants did he place his hope in money or trea-
sures although he was intent on making a profit.”  Instead, 
God was the wise investor who “implanted in the heart of 
the youthful Francis a certain openhanded compassion for 
the poor,” which “[g]rowing from his infancy . . . filled the 
heart with generosity.”  This portrayal contrasts with that of 
Francis’s father, whose “avarice was somewhat alleviated 
by the draught of money.”6
 Unlike Bynum’s women religious, Francis and his ear-
ly followers, who shared his mercantile background, saw 
these and other divine favors as potential commodities. Bo-
naventura writes, “Francis had reached such purity that … 
God ordained that creation which serves its Maker should 
be subject … to his will and command.”7 Poverty and asceti-
cism were now investments paying dividends, whose sur-
plus returns could be exchanged in the soteriological mar-
ketplace. Francis and his followers lived by begging and, 
while this was a critique of excessive materialism, it para-
doxically allowed those who supported them to purchase a 
stake in their piety.  As the emerging economy of the mass 
offered salvation by the adoration and consumption of the 
“spotless victim,” Franciscans offered anxious merchants a 
share in their privation and bodily suffering, selling their 
surplus merits as offset credits to market-place avarice and 
the pollution of what some religious authorities referred 
to as “copulating” money, which immorally reproduced 
via interest rather than via labor.  Many shrewd merchants 
quickly found this tangible exchange preferable to the un-
certainties of privately invoking the saints.  This theatrical 
performance of piety for public consumption and benefit not 
only alleviated mercantile anxiety in a society with a limited 
theological vocabulary for commerce, but also sanctified the 

6 Bonaventura, “The Life of St. Francis,” in Bonaventure, ed. Ewert Cousins (Paulist Press,  

 1978), 307, 185-186, 193.
7 Ibid., 225.
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stage itself, declaring the town to be a fitting backdrop for a 
new vision of the apostolic life.  Bynum’s women acted out 
their piety in intimate duets with their savior, but the Fran-
ciscan performance drew in the urban ensemble and made 
the town a stage (Figure 1). 
 This new public and performative piety is demonstrat-
ed at several points in Bonaventure’s Life of St. Francis, a 
notable example being the famous scene of Francis’s publi-
cally stripping himself of his clothes and standing naked in 
public before the father whose lifestyle he was rejecting and 
the Bishop of Assisi, who embraced him and covered him 
in a poor man’s mantle. Later, there was Francis’s passage 
through the town of Borgo San Seplocro riding a donkey be-
cause of his weakness.  The crowd surged around him, but 
Bonaventure reports that though the crowd “pushed and 
touched all over; yet he seemed insensible to it all and no-
ticed nothing at all of what was going on around him, as if 
he were a lifeless corpse,” because he was so deep in prayer 
and contemplation.  Only long afterwards, when stopping 
at a house of lepers, did Francis ask whether they would 
soon be approaching Borgo San Sepolcro. If the riding of the 
donkey into a town where a crowd surrounds him seems 
to be a conscious acting out of Christ’s triumphal entry into 
Jerusalem, other instances of publicly reprising the ministry 
of Christ are even clearer.  At Bevagna, a blind girl is healed 
when Francis applies his spittle to her eyes, as Christ had 
done in the gospel of Mark.8
  While Bonaventure neatly organizes Francis’s transfor-
mation from merchant to mendicant, the emergence of the 
Franciscan stage of the town in the late Middle Ages defies 
any neat telling.  As men and women of the agricultural class 
moved into the city, expanded the artisanal class, and cre-
ated a new magnate class of wealthy merchants, older forms 
of production and authority and their established building 
practices came with them.9  Noble families moved their 

8 Ibid., 193-194, 274-275, 279; Mark 8:23.
9 Stuart Elden, Understanding Henri Lefebvre (London: Continuum, 2004), 184.
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bases of operation to the town, bringing along their sym-
bol of preeminence, the tower, which Lefebvre skewered 
as “[t]he prestigious Phallus,” which “forces its way into 
view by becoming erect” (Figure 2).10  The medieval town 
was a new frontier without established conventions, a con-
tested space with Lefebvre’s absolute, crypted space of the 
old order’s closed towers rising up out of the landscape like 
mushrooms to confront the new mercantile class’ “space of 
accumulation,” typified by its swelling houses, which com-
bined family life with the production of the workshop.11 It 
is easy to forget that the inhabitants of the early communes 
did not know that they were in the vanguard of creating 
a worldwide urban and capitalist society. Lefebvre catches 
the uncertainty and open-endedness of the process of ur-
banization saying, “Social practice—which did not know 
where it was going—made space available for something 
else.”12  One might index the progress of this transition that 
“did not know where it was going” in observing the way in 
which merchants moved from aping the closed space of the 
tower to adopting a more open architectural idiom express-
ing the ideas of the commune liberated from feudal author-
ity and its resistance to the fixity of the old order.  It would 
be an ascendant merchant elite who once again closed and 
privatized space, but only but even then, these new dwell-
ings would have a conspicuous veneer of openness thanks 
evolving styles of street facades.
 Initially, town dwellings were covered in a “wooden 
screen” of windowless jetties projecting over the street, 
which extended rooms and acted as passageways and toi-
lets.13  The unexpressive walls of these houses echoed the 
blankness of the noble tower, concealing life within from 
the social uncertainty without (Figure 3).14 Friedman sees 
laws requiring the removal of jetties as a strategy favoring 
10 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 262.
11 Ibid., 263.
12 Ibid., 263-264.
13 Friedman, “Palaces and the Street in Late-Medieval and Renaissance Italy,” 16-19.
14 Ibid., 81-83.
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the new importance of the street, but it may also be seen as 
a tactic for regulating individual and familial ambition in 
an environment where the competing claims of new social 
relationships and the appropriate scope of these ambitions 
was as yet undetermined.  A tower or jetty not only blocked 
a thoroughfare or vista, it made claims about the social or-
der in a world where architecture  was an active player in 
formulating new arguments about the role of the town in 
a more liberated age.  Blank walls shielded individual mo-
tives and a jetty might be seen as a merchant imitating the 
feudal past and sallying out of his urban keep to claim com-
mon space in a world where such a concept was, as yet, in 
formation. 
 Looking at a somewhat later period, historians Ronald 
F. E. Weissman and John Jeffries Martin observed that, “Re-
naissance identities, especially in the towns, were inevitably 
defined, in part at least, by the overlapping loyalties that 
particular ‘individuals’ had to family, to guild, to parish, 
to the workplace, and to patrons.”15  Weissman went so far 
as to say that Renaissance towns “suffered from too much 
community rather than from individualism,” an insight that 
does much to elucidate the social insecurity underlying a 
growing body of laws managing individual dress and archi-
tectural appearance in the commune.16  
 The removal of jetties and new laws requiring stone rus-
tication to various heights above street level gave birth to 
the new form of the façade.17  In embryo, these bi-level ar-
rangements of finer stone below and plaster or rough stone 
above covering the scars of the jetty created the appearance 
that one is an “obedient citizen who desires the honour of 
the city,” but, in the performative spirituality of the era, 
they also provided a stage for the public assertion of virtue, 
a hypocrisy unavailable on the older, closed street fronts, 
15 John Jeffries Martin, Myths of Renaissance Individualism (Palgrave Macmillan, 2006), 27.
16 Ibid.;  Charles Burroughs, The Italian Renaissance Palace Façade: Structures of Authority,  

 Surfaces of Sense (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 47-49; Friedman, “Palaces  

 and the Street in Late-Medieval and Renaissance Italy,” 87-92.
17 Ibid., 86–7.
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and decried by Dante, whose hypocrites’ gay monks’ robes 
hide leaden cloaks as their robes in life had hidden their 
sins.18 These developments give credence to the idea that 
Franciscans were not the only urbanites to learn to perform 
an identity and that the merchant class grasped that what it 
might not be permitted to do with its increasingly regulated 
and scrutinized physical body, it might approximate in the 
body of its house. As windows and balconies multiplied 
and ornamentation crept up from street to roof, uniformity 
gave way to individualized presentation, much in the way 
the friar’s body pioneered a spiritual solo that varied greatly 
from the hiddenness of the cloistered nun.  If spirituality 
had moved to the street as economic activity had made the 
same move from the hall and keep, one’s house now became 
an opportunity to participate in the street life. Ground level 
shops and upper level windows made their contributions as 
venues for the owner’s performance of his public persona 
and also giving the women of the household a place to per-
form that could be seen from the street yet protected them 
from its threats.  Even so, the fear of anarchy remained with-
in the group consciousness and the emerging façade’s pre-
sentation of “balance and harmony among all parts” assert-
ed not only to the wider city’s aspirations for peace, but the 
householder’s desire to show himself a prudent manager of 
his financial and domestic affairs to the passerby (Figure 4).
 If the public in general remained ambivalent about the 
gaze and potential chaos of the street and kept it at arm’s 
length from their interiors with the carefully managed per-
formance of the façade and the tableaux of industry and 
family life that might be seen through its windows, the 
Franciscans continued to elaborate new forms of a piety of 
the street and the tableau. Nowhere was this more literal 
than in Francis’s own popularization of the veneration of 
the nativity scene, wherein the participant mimicked the 
secular streets’ domestic voyeurism of gazing through win-
dows, but transformed it into the holy exercise of observ-
18 Dante, Inferno, Canto XXIII, lines 58-81.
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ing the ideal family.  Francis first instituted the custom at 
Greccio near the end of his life.  Perhaps conscious of the 
ostentation of the new devotion, Bonaventure tells his read-
ers “So that this would not be considered a type of novelty 
[Francis] petitioned for and obtained permission from the 
Supreme Pontiff.”19 Later, in the fourteenth-century, Fran-
ciscans would popularize the Stations of the Cross, which 
combined the spectacle of processing with fourteen set 
points where friars and the laity would stop, gaze, and com-
ment upon scenes from the passion of Christ, recreating the 
city of Jerusalem and transforming participants into a group 
of holy flâneurs.20
 The friars’ performative spirituality reshaped even the 
interior of the church, transforming the house of God into a 
sacralized loggia. For the merchant, the loggia was a porch 
cum proscenium that was the purpose-built locale par excel-
lence for public performance of major life events like wed-
ding feasts.21 Church architecture would adapt itself to these 
new ideas of performative space as well. 
Three centuries earlier, an emerging feudal class had pushed 
its way into the nave of St. Gall and other abbeys to claim 
its share of the merits of the relics enshrined in the altars, 
but the proto-façade of the choir screen had remained a bar-
rier to their progress, both framing the view of the sacred 
rites and restraining lay participation.  In the new world of 
the Franciscan urban church, the street and the merchant 
loggia can be seen as defining rather than invading sacred 
space. The wide boulevard of the main aisle still pointed 
to the high altar, but the focus had shifted.  Under the in-
fluence of Francis and his followers, the focal point moved 
from the high altar to a large painted or, later, carved, cruci-
fix, bringing the drama of the sacrifice out from the hidden 

19 Bonaventura, “The Life of St. Francis,” 279.
20 Francesco Zaccaria, Participation and Beliefs in Popular Religiosity: An Empirical-Theologi- 

 cal Exploration Among Italian Catholics (Leiden: BRILL, 2010), 156.
21 Robert Tavernor, On Alberti and the Art of Building (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998),  
 119.
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priestly space and into the realm of visible spectacle.22  More 
importantly, the day-to-day traffic of sacred commerce had 
moved to the north and south aisles, where the lay visitor 
observed the private masses of friars at the side altars, each 
figuratively selling his mass in his own shop—a street of 
loggias offering value to the provider of the mass stipend 
and an enticing spectacle to the casual passerby.  The pas-
sivity of the lay spectator in the abbey church gave way to 
an interactive performance in which the lay observer now 
added value to the transaction by adding his or her own 
indulgenced prayers at the elevation.  A merchant might 
now endow a chantry for long-term returns, hiring the best 
sculptors and artisans to create a permanent façade in the 
street of the church presenting his piety and rectitude in 
perpetuity with the prominence of the location that he could 
afford trumpeting his financial success behind a dissem-
bling façade of piety.  Lefebvre captured this cultural shift 
in his observation that “Alongside religious space, and even 
within it, there were places … for the space of exchange.”23 
The benefactor would die, but the endowed spectacle would 
live on, perhaps with the donor’s face painted in as that of a 
background figure on an altar fresco so that he could keep 
watch over his investment.
 The merchants of Florence literally sacralized a loggia 
in their church of Orsanmichele.  Originally a Cistercian 
church, in 1249 the structure became a grain market and 
in 1284 a loggia was added for merchants to transact their 
business.  In the sort of blending of performances of com-
merce and piety that have been at the center of this essay, 
the Confraternity of Orsanmichele began singing lauds be-
fore an image of the virgin frescoed on one of the loggia’s 
piers. Soon the image in the loggia developed a following 
for the miracles credited to it and the Confraternity began to 
distribute alms from the offerings.  In the fourteenth centu-

22 For the Franciscan popularization of the crucifix, see Diana Norman, Painting in Late Medieval  

 and Renaissance Siena, 1260-1555 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2003), 57-58.
23 Lefebvre, The Production of Space, 266.
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ry, the grainery would once again become a church to house 
the famous image, to provide better space for the distribu-
tion of charity, and to be the home of the city’s merchant 
guilds.  Not surprisingly, the façade of the church became 
its own sort of performance with individual guilds paying 
for statues in the exterior niches and vying with one anoth-
er to make the greatest show of both their piety and their 
worldly success.24
 The new piety did not limit itself to the design of church-
es, but crept onto the altar itself. Among the items from Flor-
ence’s Davanzati Palace auctioned in New York in 1916 was 
a thirteenth-century gilt altar reliquary from Siena shaped 
like a church with four rows of rock crystal windows and 
a stem finished with scenes from the life of St. Francis.  The 
architectural detailing of this house for saints separated the 
rows into stories by stringcourses bookended by gothic ar-
cades with the whole topped by a gabled roof.  Out of each 
window peered bones and bits of cloth from 24 saints.  This 
new style of “ostentaria” reliquary was a significant depar-
ture from older  designs of reliquaries, appropriating archi-
tectural forms so that the saints enshrined in it both pre-
sented themselves to the gaze of the pious and also had a 
window upon the celebration of the Mass on the table of the 
altar.  This vantage point allowed those enshrined in the rel-
iquary to symbolically gaze upon the spectacle of transub-
stantiation—the transformation of the bread in wine into the 
body and blood of Christ, an emerging form of visual piety, 
wherein the celebrant now elevated the transformed ele-
ments for the congregation to view and adore.  Where relics 
were formerly kept in the crypted space of opaque chest, in 
purse reliquaries, buried in walls, or in literal crypts, now 
the blessed joined the living in surveilling and scrutinizing 
passersby and even in the drama of self-presentation (Fig-
ure 5).25 The bringing of the performance of piety out of the 
24 Roger J. Crum and John T. Paoletti. Renaissance Florence: A Social History (Cambridge:  

 Cambridge University Press, 2006), 141-144; Andrew Graham-Dixon, Renaissance (Berkeley:  

 University of California Press, 1999) 72-75.
25 American Art Association, Horace Townsend, Elia Volpi, Cesare A. Guglielmetti, and Arturo  
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cloister and into the street had come full circle in bringing 
new methods of performance into the church and into the 
liturgy.
 Surveying this new spiritual economy from the vantage 
point of late Medieval and Renaissance England, historian 
Eamon Duffy observed that “[t]he picture that emerges is 
not that of a scatter of alienated individualists, but of highly 
conventional people vigorously appropriating a conven-
tional but vigorous religion.”26 Like the men and women 
described in John Jeffries Martin’s Myths of Renaissance In-
dividualism, the individual saying his or her private prayers 
at mass remained part of the family or trade group gathered 
round the side altar among the many altars in the parish or 
guild church and yet blended this group performance with 
distinctly individual experiences.  The monk and knight 
and their placement within a fixed order no longer domi-
nated the social imagination, but the tradesman at a Fran-
ciscan altar remained bound within an evolving web of de-
terminative personal and economic relationships, even as 
he transacted his private prayers.  The capitalistic monad 
envisioned by Locke and Hobbes had not yet emerged, if 
indeed he ever did, but a new performative sensibility of-
fered roles for both the individual and the ensemble and the 
new economic system gave unprecedented opportunity for 
the bold actor to rise in the cast.

 Jahn Rusconi, Illustrated Catalogue of the Exceedingly Rare and Valuable Art Treasures and  

 Antiquities Formerly Contained in the Famous Davanzati Palace, Florence, Italy (New York:  

 American Art Association, 1916), item no 83. For the evolution of reliquaries, see Seeta Cha- 

 ganti, The Medieval Poetics of the Reliquary: Enshrinement, Inscription, Performance (Pal- 

 grave Macmillan, 2008), 135.
26 Eamon Duffy, Marking the Hours: English People and Their Prayers, 1240-1570 (Yale Uni- 

 versity Press, 2006), 105.
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Figure 1.  Giotto fresco in the Basilica of Assisi showing spirituality as street 
theater with St. Francis confronting his father as the people and windows of 
Assisi look on.  The naked Francis being blessed by the hand of God plays 
on iconography associated with the baptism and transfiguration of Christ and, 
by extension makes Assisi or any city a potential venue for forgiveness and 
salvation.27

27 Perkins, F. Mason. Giotto (London, G. Bell and sons, 1902) 79, plate 13.
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Figure 2.  The closed towers of San Gimignano near Siena demonstrating 
Lefebvre’s contention that they assert noble dominance over the urban mer-
chant by sprouting their crypted space over the city like mushrooms.28

28 Perkins, F. Mason. Giotto;London, G. Bell and sons, 1902. 
 http://archive.org/details/cu31924016806170.
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Figure 3. Masaccio, St. Peter Healing the Sick, Brancacci Chapel, S. Maria 
delle Carmine, Florence, 1420s, showing both closed, jettied houses aping the 
crypted space of the tower and St. Peter as Franciscan, acting out an urban 
scene of piety and healing the sick with the surplus sanctity of his shadow.29

29 Masaccio (Boston: Bates and Guild company, 1907), 11.
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Figure 4. Palazzo Davanzati, Florence, showing a nearly the full menu of 
façade possibilities with loggia, rustication at street level, rough stone above, 
and a virtual advent calendar of windows for public display.30

30 American Art Association, Illustrated Catalogue, frontispiece.
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Figure 5.  Thirteenth-century Sienese reliquary with scenes from the life of 
St. Francis on the stem.  Here even the saints show themselves through four 
stories of rock crystal windows while they in turn gaze down on the body of 
Christ in the celebration of the Mass.31

31 American Art Association, Illustrated Catalogue, item no. 83.
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